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Anchors Aweigh
Meanderings 1st June
Well we’ll start this missive off in a very positive note and the word I want to dwell on is GENEROSITY. I was
blown away by the generosity of some of our members, one member bought 2 books in the raffle, then donated
$60, another sent the book back but also $20 as his house was full of his wife’s paintings. Two neighbours of
Brian Stevenson also donated $20 each, in their words to such a worthy organisation. Thanks to everyone out there
for supporting the raffle, we grossed approx. $800 .
Yes there’s more, another three of our members also sent in $80 of stamps between them, no need for names, but
they have already received our gratitude, so also have the other donors. The winner of our donated painting was a
very deserving founder member Jack Secker, as he has a restricted driving licence, Eileen and I are going to
deliver the painting when we go up to the Sunshine Coast to see our Grandchildren in the first week in June.
Delivery was looked at, but packaging, posting and insurance, was out of the question.
Now unbelievably Mike Taylor has spent another couple of weeks in Tweed Hospital, this time after a fall whilst
out walking with a carer, he fell flat on his face and apart from some bark off on his legs his face was so swollen
that Doctors were unable to stop the bleeding in his mouth, resulting in Intensive Care. He is once again home and
in the tender loving care of Brenda, albeit with a slight lisp from two chipped teeth. On the correction front, if you
remember I quoted Brenda as being one Sassy female of certain height and weight, she has corrected me as being
one inch shorter than I gave her at 5 feet and 5kg lighter than the 50kg I quoted, dare I say again, “more meat on a
butchers apron”. Brenda is also struggling with bureaucracy trying to get more “Home Help,” hopefully there will
be additional funds in the upcoming Federal budget.
The abbreviated ANZAC service at Coolangatta was not a great success, the March, although attended by a couple
of hundred ex-servicemen, there were no marshals, and we were the only group to carry flags, we had the
Australian Red Ensign and the UK Red Ensign and it seemed to me we were receiving the greatest applause….
Following the disappointment of the ANZAC meeting room still being un-opened by the Sub Branch of the RSL
with the excuse of Covid, we have transferred our meetings to South Tweed Sports for the balance of the year.
What do they say about a silver lining, after returning to our Monument and raising the flags to full mast,
proceeded to the Dolphin Hotel
where the lads had agreed to meet.
Of course it was packed and the lads
were seated outside and to my
surprise Ann Gray our new member
was there with the Bosun and Locky
as we filtered in and made ourselves
comfortable as possible. Ann
unceremoniously handed me an
envelope, on opening it contained
$200 which Ann explained came
from the Maritime Union of Australia
National
Queensland
Women’s
Committee as Ann was the Treasurer,
she had moved that a drink for the
lads was in order at their last
meeting. After we closed our mouths
in surprise and handing over the
money to our Treasurer Graham and
asking him to go to the bar and order,
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we then toasted Ann and the Union appropriately (more
than once). As Graham was the only one left with a
jacket on displaying medals which received a 10%
discount he was our runner. I have since written to the
Ann and the Union with our gratitude for such a
magnanimous gesture.
Brian Ribbans our UK member is still in a Nursing
Home and being visited as allowed by Covid UK lock
down, we are trying to get his girls to download the
computer program “What’s Ap”, so we can talk to him,
he appears to be coping, so does his wife Pat.
Along with one or two of our members, I have had an
adverse reaction to the Covid Jab, Flu like symptoms
etc., my Doc was at pains to describe them as “side
effects” Tony and Margaret in WA were still feeling
the effects 3 weeks later and now the doom pundits are
telling me, after the 2nd Jab it’s worse. I sincerely hope
all of you out there getting the Covid jab, you are OK,
as Eileen had a little or no side effects, lucky girl.
Peter Wilson, who you may remember we were trying to help get his Gold card, which we were unsuccessful in so
doing, has sold his home and is now permanently living in the RSL aged care facility in Leisure Drive at Banora
Point, he assures me he is very comfortable. His e-mail is currently not working but his phone is 0412 756 086 if
anybody wants to give him a call and say hello.
Lightning does strike twice, as reported in my last newsletter “Meanderings”, Susan the partner of Vindi boy Jim
Brown has had another fall and this time broken her Pelvis which required a metal plate and screws, still recovering
in hospital and not enjoying the inactivity, being slightly framed and used to being on the go, not a Happy Chappie.
The latest news on our meetings bi-monthly I repeat are that for the rest of the year they will be held at South Tweed
Sports, our members are fed up waiting for news of when the ANZAC room will reopen, so next meeting 16th June

First Wind-Powered Very Large Ore Car rier
Brazilian miner Vale expects to receive in
coming weeks its first-ever mineral
transport ship propelled in part by sails,
the company said on Thursday. The ship,
a VLOC, or very-large ore carrier, will
also be the largest ever to be outfitted by
the rotating sails, Vale said in a statement.
The sails in question are large metal
cylinders four meters in diameter and 24
meters tall. While underway, the cylinders
spin at different velocities, creating air
pressure differences that help propel the
ship forward. Wind energy was how
commercial navigation started. It was
forgotten about in the last few centuries,
and it’s coming back., Rodrigo Bermelho,
Vale’s head of marine engineering, told
Reuters in an interview.
Vale has been working to reposition itself
in recent years as a trailblazer for
sustainability in the mining industry, with
executives increasingly focusing on the company’s potential role in supplying electrical vehicle manufacturers.
The ship in question, which has a load capacity of 325,000 tons and has five sails, will be 8% more energy efficient,
equivalent to 3,400 tons of carbon dioxide per year, Bermelho said. If the project proves successful, at least 40% of
the company’s 114 Guiabamax and Valemax ships could also be retrofitted. Retrofitting all those ships with sails,
Bermelho said, would reduce Vale’s shipping-related emissions by 1.5%.While Brazil’s geographic distance from
China – its main export market – is a relative disadvantage, the Brazil to Asia route is on average windier than the
route from mining powerhouse Australia to mainland Asia,
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OBITUARY
Andy Squibb JP 25/05/1930 - 10/05/2021
Andy was born and raised in Falmouth, Cornwall in the UK and never let
anyone be in any doubt of his heritage, he even still had that burr to his voice
also would wear a Cornish kilt whenever he got the chance. His father was a
member of the Falmouth Lifeboat and on their many dangerous experiences in
the British Channel, Andy would help prepare the lifeboat for sea, not being old
enough to sail on her, he retained his interest in the National Lifeboat Service
and to the best of my knowledge was a life member.
With such an interest in the sea and his parents blessing he answered the urgent
call for merchant seamen due to the horrific causalities in the 2nd World War
and joined the training ship the Vindicatrix in 1944 as a deck boy. By 1952
having seen some horrific crossings of the Atlantic, transferred to become an
engineer, where he remained for the rest of his sea career. He actually met his
Australian wife Thora on Southampton railway station who, with two other
girls, were the original back packers touring the UK and Europe working their
way in pubs etc. Later marrying in the UK they travelled back to Australia
separately (Andy via the MN) and after a while ended up as the lighthouse
keepers on South Solitary Island for quite a few years.
Moving on over the years from a publican to long distance coach driving, truck
driving. By now Andy and Thora had started a family with two boys Drew and Darren, and moved eventually to
Brisbane where I first met Andy, when he joined the Queensland Vindicatrix Association. I was immediately
impressed by the gruff straight talking, no nonsense dark haired bloke.
Shortly after Terry Hales from NSW and our own Bill Davis got together and decided to mount a Vindi boy
reunion at Coffs Harbour in NSW in 2001, which was such a success it was decided to hold a more organised one at
Nambucca Heads NSW the next year. It was held at a caravan park and involved the Army loaning us a large khaki
marquee, as the numbers grew to over a hundred, Andy volunteered to drive to Brisbane to get another marquee
from a mate in Zupps at Mt Gravatt, now in 2002 this was no mean feat, but he made it back the following
morning, only a truckie could have done that.
Sadly in 2012 Thora passed away after a long illness with dementia, Andy was devastated but soldiered on.
During the ensuing years a few of the Vindi boys had moved away from Brisbane including Andy to Pottsville and
me to Tumbulgum both in NSW and it was decided to form a Vindi Branch closer to the Border (SEQ Vindi) in
2013. Andy decided to look for a venue for the meetings, Currumbin RSL was out of the question as they wanted a
fee, but Tweed Heads RSL didn’t and would give us free tea and coffee, so Andy signed us up. Here his generosity
came to the fore, he purchased a Red Ensign, a harness to carry it, gauntlet white gloves, a permanent wreath, and a
gavel for our meetings (all, except the gloves which have never been used, are still in use to-day).
Around 2015 Andy met Julie who became the 2nd love of his life and here he struck Gold, Julie has looked after
him through thick and thin and he told me only a few months ago, that had it not been for Julie he would have
turned his toes up years ago. Eventually Andy sold his house at Pottsville and moved down to Julie’s residence in
Taree, this meant we only saw Andy occasionally, Dedication of the Monument and AGM’s etc., they then sold
Julie’s house and bought another one more suited to their needs.
As Andy was a Freemason and had given up his driving licence and was not attending any more meetings he
decided to parcel up all his gear and clothing and send it to our Treasurer Graham Moon as a donation, Graham was
involved in many orders in Freemasonry and would undoubtedly use them. Quite by chance one of the jacket and
tails fitted one of our other members who needed a fresher one and here coincidence took another turn, that member
was voted in as Grand Master Elect to the United Grand Lodge of NSW and ACT, so Andy’s tails will be seen in
regal splendour all over Sydney and NSW, what a fitting tribute….. Another coincidence was that 5 days before
Crossing the Bar, Vindi Boy Allan Burrow 1955, on his way home to Sydney after visiting us in Tweed Heads,
stopped off to see Andy in Taree, they had a good yack about old times and reminiscences, it turns out the last MN
visitor Andy had. Andy rang me the next day to say how thrilled he was.
Rest in Peace Andy, Man amongst Men, Sailor to the Core.
Brian Hunt Vindi Boy 1951.
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HMS Unicorn
Perched on a pontoon above the chilly water of Dundee’s,
Victoria Dock, surveyors are inspecting every section of one
of the world's oldest ships.
HMS Unicorn has been a feature of the city since 1873, half
a century after she was built at Chatham Dockyard in Kent.
The former training ship has weathered many storms,
including almost being scrapped in the 1960s. But 200 years
of exposure to the elements, including the wind and rain
lashing the survey team today, has left its mark. “Generally,
on the starboard side, which is what we're surveying at the
moment, it's not great,” says shipwright Dominic Mills, from
surveyors T Nielsen & Co. “Most of the planking is in a very
poor state.”
The survey is part of a major conservation project that will see the ship moved to a nearby dry dock in the next few
years. A survey of the ship's interior was carried out last month. Back outside, the news is mixed. Mr Mills said “up
near where the cover was protecting it, some of the original planking is quite good. But as you work your way down,
that original planking starts to become quite decayed. Even the “newer” planking, some which could date as far back
as the 1850s, has extensive rotted sections. I'd say that it needs to be in the dry dock or repaired sooner rather than
later. In all honesty, it's not helping the structure as a whole, to have all that amount of decay in it.”
After the surveys are complete, the data will be collated to give a complete picture of the ship's condition. Lady
Catherine Erskine, who chairs the Unicorn Preservation Society, said it was vitally important to know exactly where
the ship's problems were ahead of its move to the nearby East Graving Dock. Lady Erskine said it was a crying
shame that the ship has not had the recognition it deserves. She said “I think everybody in Britain knows the Victory,
and they know of the Mary Rose, well, the Unicorn is of such significance. She's up there with those ships, but
unknown, and a feature of Dundee for many many years.” Operation Safe Haven will see Unicorn moved to the dry
dock where conservation work will continue. There are plans for an accredited maritime heritage centre that would
tell the ship's story. The condition of its timber also has led to an unusual non-financial appeal from the preservation
society.
Lady Erskine said: “I'm just asking the conservators for specifications of what we need, but ideally we will be
getting people to gift us their enormous oak trees. Then we could get those milled and planked ready for the
restoration work. We probably need to be cutting them down this year in preparation.” Lady Erskine said moving
Unicorn to dry dock in time for its 200th anniversary would be “the best birthday present.”
HMS Unicorn is the oldest ship in Scotland and one of the six oldest ships in the world. The 46-gun frigate was built
during peacetime and launched in 1824, spending its early life in reserve, anchored on the River Medway. HMS
Unicorn was moved to Dundee in 1873 to become a training ship for the Royal Navy Reserves. It was almost
scrapped in the early 1960s when Earl Grey Dock was filled in as part of preparatory work for the Tay Road Bridge.
After its move to Victoria Dock, the vessel was handed over to the Unicorn Preservation Society in 1968, and
opened to the public in 1975.

EU Ship Recycling Regulation:
An Inhibitor or Catalyst for Greening Ship Recycling Yards?
Within the last two weeks, the ongoing debate on the European Union Ship Recycling Regulation and a bilateral
agreement between the European Union (EU) and India to solve the Basel Ban Amendment conundrum is resurfacing once again, as the Danish Environmental agency is reportedly investigating Maersk’s recycling standards
in India. The European Community Shipowners Associations (ECSA) strongly defended the position that the EU
must recognize the developments made by the Indian ship recycling yards and include them in the EU-list of
approved yards, in order to boost further development of yards in India. Maersk also stated that some of the Indian
ship recycling yards that applied for inclusion on the EU-List are even better than the yards that are already
approved by the EU.
Even though the EU has audited a few yards in India, they did not approve them for two external factors, which are
beyond the control of yard owners. For example, modern hospitals (including a Trauma centre) and downstream
waste management facility that is equivalent to EU Standards. The Beaching method itself is the indirect criterion
for not accepting any yards in India, even though the EU never pointed it clearly out in its regulation or its audit
reports.
The most common response echoed is beaching method of ship recycling is that it is the most dangerous recycling
method to the environment and yard workers. Low labour wages and poor environmental compliance costs are the
reasons why South Asian yards offer higher prices on end-of-life ships and more than 90% of end-of-life vessels
thus end up in these countries.
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The Highland Chieftain
As you come up the River Plate to Montevideo you can
see the mast of the Highland Chieftain sticking out of
the water from miles away. The uninitiated on the ship
thought that this was the remains of the Graff Spee. No
such luck as she lies broken up underwater some 3
miles away. The Highland Chieftain was built in 1929
by Harland and Wolf of Belfast, and made her maiden
voyage on the London to River Plate service, on the
21st of February and later transferred to Royal Mail in
1932. She commenced wartime trooping duties in 1939,
but was damaged on the 11th of October, 1940, during a
bombing raid on Liverpool.
After the war she did not resume her commercial
operations until 1948 on the River Plate service, and
was sold out of the fleet in January of 1959 to the Calpe Shipping Company of Gibraltar and converted for use in the
whaling industry and renamed Calpean Star.
In March of 1960 she suffered rudder damage when off Montevideo, and after leaving under tow she suffered a
boiler room explosion which resulted in her being abandoned. The wreck wasn’t cut up for scrap until 1965.
This vessel has known better times, of course. She was launched in 1928, known as “Highland Chieftain” part of a
fleet of several cruise ships (passenger ships and cargo). After passing the usual tests, she entered service in 1929, a
maiden voyage between London and Buenos Aires. It continued for years doing transatlantic voyages carrying cargo
and passengers between Europe and South America. Displacing 14,000 tons and measured 163 meters long.
Accommodated 150 passengers in the luxurious first class, 70 passengers in second class and to 500 in third class
(something tells me that the latter were crowded, no?)
The ship suffered first several faults in the generators. These were repaired, then a leak of oil into the water supply
was detected. Then a break in the main
engine compressor would leave it adrift
for several days. When the repairs were
completed, the rudder of the ship
suffered a fracture, such that it had to
be towed to Montevideo to solve the
problem.
This was done and the necessary
repairs were completed. But just as
“Calpean Star” left Montevideo, a huge
explosion destroyed the engine room
and started a fire. Crew members
drowned during abandoning ship,
which many identify with the sailor
who killed the albatross. And the ship
would founder hopelessly damned.

Höegh Autoliners operates 11 trade routes in
global trade systems, with about 3000 port calls
annually. Ocean services consist of 10 deep sea
trades and a shortsea Caribbean service. The fleet
consists of around 40 vessels. With a fleet
designed for maximum flexibility, they are able
to cater for a wide variety of cargo. Customers
range from global vehicle manufacturers to
producers of high and heavy construction
equipment and other rolling and non-rolling
stock. Höegh Autoliners is also a leading carrier
of second-hand vehicles. They operate through
about 16 local offices worldwide, along with a
network of dedicated agencies. Their head office
is situated in Oslo, Norway, where the company
was founded in 1927. Höegh Autoliners is committed to economic growth, social responsibility and minimising
impact on the environment, and believe in the value of sustainable development and continually work towards
enhancing performance and utilising the most energy efficient solutions at all times.
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Have you ever heard of Port Royal
Port Royal is a town on the southern coast of Jamaica
located at the mouth of the Kingston Harbour. It was
initially colonized by the Spanish but was attacked and
captured by the English in 1655. Because of its
excellent natural harbor and critical position, Port Royal
quickly became a significant haven for pirates and
buccaneers, who were made welcome because of the need for defenders. Port Royal was never the same after a 1692
earthquake, but there is still a town there today.
In 1655, England sent a fleet to the Caribbean under the command of Admirals Penn and Venables to capture
Hispaniola and the town of Santo Domingo. The Spanish defences there proved too formidable, but the invaders did
not want to return to England empty-handed, so they attacked and captured the lightly fortified and sparsely
populated island of Jamaica instead. The English began construction of a fort on a natural harbor on the southern
shores of Jamaica. A town sprang up near the fort: at first known as Point Cagway, it was renamed Port Royal in
1660.
The administrators of the town were concerned that the Spanish could re-take Jamaica. Fort Charles on the harbor
was operational and formidable, and there were four other smaller forts spread around the town, but there was little
manpower to defend the city in the event of an attack. They began inviting pirates and buccaneers to come and set up
shop there, thus assuring that there would be a constant supply of ships and veteran fighting men on hand. They even
contacted the infamous Brethren of the Coast, an organization of pirates and buccaneers. The arrangement was
beneficial for both the pirates and the town, which no longer feared attacks from the Spanish or other naval powers.
It soon became apparent that Port Royal was the perfect place for pirates and privateers. It had a large deepwater
natural harbor for protecting ships at anchor, and it was close to Spanish shipping lanes and ports. Once it started to
gain fame as a pirate haven, the town quickly changed, it filled up brothels, taverns and drinking halls. Merchants
who were willing to buy goods from pirates soon set up shop. Before long, Port Royal was the busiest port in the
Americas, primarily run and operated by pirates and buccaneers.
The booming business done by pirates and privateers in
the Caribbean soon led to other industries. Port Royal
soon became a trading centre for slaves, sugar, and raw
materials such as wood. Smuggling boomed, as Spanish
ports in the New World were officially closed to
foreigners but represented a huge market for enslaved
African people and goods manufactured in Europe.
Because it was a rough-and-tumble outpost, Port Royal
had a loose attitude towards religions, and soon was
home to Anglicans, Jews, Quakers, Puritans,
Presbyterians, and Catholics. By 1690, Port Royal was
as large and important a town as Boston, and many of
the local merchants were quite wealthy.
It all came crashing down on June 7, 1692. That day, a massive earthquake shook Port Royal, dumping most of it
into the harbor. An estimated 5,000 died in the quake or shortly after that of injuries or disease. The city was ruined.
Looting was rampant, and for a time all order broke down. Many thought that the city had been singled out for
punishment by God for its wickedness. An effort was made to rebuild the city, but it was devastated once again in
1703 by a fire. It was repeatedly hit by hurricanes and even more earthquakes in following years, and by 1774 it was
essentially a quiet village.
Today, Port Royal is a small Jamaican coastal fishing village. It retains very little of its former glory. Some old
buildings are still intact, and it’s worth a trip for history buffs. It is a valuable archaeological site, however, and digs
in the old harbor continue to turn up interesting items. With increased interest in the “Age of Piracy” Port Royal is
poised to undergo a renaissance of sorts, with theme parks, museums and other attractions being built and planned.
Port Royal's glory days as the greatest of the pirate ports were brief but noteworthy. Many famous pirates and
privateers of the day passed through Port Royal. Here are some of the more memorable moments of Port Royal as a
pirate haven.
• In 1668, legendary privateer Captain Henry Morgan departed for his
famous attack on the city of Portobello from Port Royal.
• In 1669, Morgan followed up with an attack on Lake Maracaibo, also
launched from Port Royal.
• In 1671, Morgan made his greatest and final raid, the sacking of the city of
Panama, launched from Port Royal.
• On August 25, 1688, Captain Morgan died in Port Royal and was given a
send-off worthy of the greatest of the privateers, warships in port fired their
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guns, he lay in state at the King's House, and his body was carried through town on a gun carriage to its final resting
place.
• In December of 1718, pirate John “Calico Jack” Rackham captured the merchant ship Kingston within sight of
Port Royal, infuriating local merchants, who sent bounty hunters after him.
• On November 18, 1720, Rackham and four other pirates who had been captured were hanged at Gallows Point
at Port Royal. Two of his crewmates - Anne Bonny and Mary Read - were spared because they were both
pregnant.
• On March 29, 1721, infamous pirate Charles Vane was hanged at Gallows Point in Port Royal.

Women Pirates the other MN
Women Pirates were very few even though piracy was an
occupation dominated by men, there have been a number of
women who found success in it. They were known for their
ferocity and cleverness, and the brutal nature in which they
dealt with their enemies. They planted fear even in powerful
empires.
One the earliest known female pirates in history, Teuta, was a
pirate queen of Illyria who lived in 3rd century BC. The ruler of
Ardiaei tribe, she asserted her supremacy over the Adriatic sea,
attacking Roman and Greek ships. The Romans sent envoys to
negotiate but Teuta had one of them killed during the meeting,
resulting in a war between the two kingdoms. The war, which
lasted from 229 to 227 BC, brought Teuta’s downfall. She was
allowed to rule Illyria, but was denied a chance to sail again.
Also known as ‘Granuaile’ and in other numerous names,
Grace O’Malley was born in a family of pirates in Ireland. She
took the reign of family tradition in 1560s and led many raids
along the coastline of Ireland. She became a headache for the
British and Spanish ships and in 1574, she was captured by the
British forces. Grace was imprisoned for nearly 18 months, but she returned to piracy after her release. She was
defeated again, but in a direct appeal to Queen Elizabeth I, she regained her fleet back. She died in 1603.
Two of the most well known in the “golden age of piracy” (1650 to the 1730s) Born to a sea captain, Mary Read was
the close companion of Anne Bonny. She was known for her talent to masquerade as a male and lived early years in
disguise of her deceased half-brother Mark. She joined the British Military, and fell in love with a Flemish soldier.
Upon his death, she went to the Caribbean as a sailor. She was captured by pirates there and was inducted into their
crew. Later, she met and befriended Anne Bonny and joined Calico Jack’s crew. Only a few people knew she was a
woman. The English forces captured her with Jack and crew in 1720. Even though she escaped execution with
Bonny, Read died in the prison next year from fever.
Anne Bonny is a name not to be forgotten in the history of female pirates. Born as the daughter of an Irish lawyer,
she married James Bonny, a small-scale pirate, in 1718 and moved to Bahamas. There, she fell in love with the
infamous pirate John ‘Calico Jack’ Rackham and parted with her husband. She married Calico Jack and became a
member of his crew. She domineered the Caribbean seas, partnering with equally infamous female pirate Mary Read
and capturing many ships. In 1720, Rackham and his crew were captured by English forces and executed. Anne and
Mary were exempted from execution due to their pregnancy? It is unclear what happened to them next.
Born in Haiti, Jaqcuotte Delahaye was a pirate who lived in 17th century. She became a pirate to look after her
mentally handicapped brother, after her mother died giving birth to him. She once faked her death to escape the
government and assumed the identity of a man. Jaqcuotte returned to active piracy a few years later, earning the
nickname Back From the Dead Red, and dominated the Caribbean waters with another famous female pirate, Anne
Dieu-le-Veut. She was killed during a shoot-out to defend an island she had captured.
Regarded to be the first American woman to become a pirate, Rachel Wall was born in 1760 as Rachel Schmidt. She
married George Wall and along with a few friends, they started the business of piracy. They worked with Isle of
Shoals as a base, and captured numerous boats and killed around 25 sailors. After her husband and crew were killed
in a sea accident, Rachel returned to Boston and worked as a servant and occasional thief. She was captured during a
robbery there and was hanged in 1789, becoming the last woman to be hanged in Massachusetts.
Called often the most fearsome woman pirate in history, Ching Shih was a Chinese pirate who reigned over the
waters of Chinese Sea in early 19th century. Formerly a prostitute, she was captured by pirates in 1801 and married
the captain of the gang, Zheng Yi. She took the command of the fleet, named Red Flag Fleet, following the death of
her husband, and attacked British and Chinese ships. Her fleet grew by many times of its formal size. The Chinese
government made a truce with her in 1810. She spent rest of the years running a brothel until her death in 1844.
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SS Himalaya
By the time the Second World War ended in August 1945,
the P&O Company had suffered terrible losses, the shipping
group itself having lost 182 vessels totaling nearly 1,250,000
tons.
The rebuilding of the passenger fleet started in 1946, when
P&O ordered the liner Himalaya from Vickers Armstrong at
Barrow-in-Furness. Her completion took 18 months longer
than planned, and at £3.4 million, she was £1.0 million over
budget on delivery. She was the largest liner built anywhere
in the world in 1949, and the first to be equipped with an
innovative Weir evaporating plant for distilling water fresh water from sea water. Her seawater distillation plant
proved to be a great success, producing over 40,000 tons of fresh water a year. During her career, Himalaya
underwent a number of improvements, the first of which was the fitting of a funnel cowl, designed to keep her decks
clear of smoke and soot, without jeopardizing boiler performance. Himalaya had a rather shorter funnel than was the
style at the time, and as a result suffered from smuts falling on the after passenger decks. Rather than heightening the
funnel, P&O looked at other devices to resolve the problem, and after testing numerous alternatives they chose a
smoke-deflecting top (welsh hat) designed by Thorneycrofts of Southampton. In 1953 one was fitted to the top of the
funnel and proving highly effective.
In June 1959 Himalaya was drydocked at Tilbury for the installation of a pair of Denny-Brown gyroscopically
controlled extending fin stabilizers cutting down rolling by 60%. They were controlled by a gyroscope which used
the effect of precession to generate an electrical impulse, which in turn controlled a hydraulic pump that altered the
angle of the fin, which was shaped much like an areophane's wing. The action of the water over the wing either
providing 'lift' or 'dive' to counter the effects of bad weather. Each fin projected from the ship's side by about 12' and
was 6' wide.
Himalaya was powered by two single reduction geared steam turbines, built by Vickers-Armstrongs Limited,
producing 42,550 shaft horsepower. She ran speed trials off the Isle of Arran on 24th August 1949, achieving a
speed of 25.13 knots over the 'measured mile'. The third ship to bear the name, she was handed over to P&O on 1st
September, docking at Tilbury on 11th September after some additional fitting out work at Belfast. On 6th October,
she departed Tilbury on her maiden voyage, outward bound for Bombay and Australian ports beyond, under the
command of P&O's Commodore, Captain D.M. Stuart DSC.
Under his command, Himalaya soon proved to be something of a record-breaker, cutting the UK to Bombay passage
time by 5 days, from a pre-war 20 days, to 15, while reducing the voyage time to Melbourne from 38 days to just 28.
She was greeted by crowds of thousands in Australia, where she quickly proved to be a popular and welcome sight.
Indeed the six ships worked closely together on their Australian service with their sailing schedules organized so that
sailings alternated between P&O and Orient. Thus they formed a Southern Dominions “Big Six” fleet. The Himalaya
was a contemporary of Orient Line’s “O” boats and these ships marked a gradual coming together of the new liners
of each company in the post-war era.
SS Himalaya was a passenger liner of 27,955 grt built for the Peninsular & Oriental Steam Navigation Company by
Vickers Armstrong’s Barrow Yard and delivered to them in 1949. She was initially employed solely on the
Company’s service from the UK to Australia but was latterly also employed on cruising duties as well. She served
the Company well until 1974 when she was sold for scrapping in Taiwan.
In January 1958 P&O and Orient services to Australia were extended across the Pacific in a joint service marketed
as Orient & Pacific Line. The Himalaya inaugurated the operation and sailings continued from Sydney to Auckland,
Suva, Honolulu, Vancouver and San Francisco. In 1974 the venerable Himalaya was finally retired from service.
And now why my interest in this ship….. Well, I migrated to Australia on her leaving Tilbury, Valentine’s Day the
14th February 1966 with my parents and fiancée waving goodbye to me on the wharf. The day was significant for
Australia as well, as it was “Decimal Day”. Being ex MN, had the run of the ship, drinking with the crew in their
“Pig and Whistle” pub and had a number one key so access to the Bedroom Steward’s panty to make tea, coffee and
biscuits after hours etc. Not alone I sailed with a local mate and his family but did get a single cabin as my allotted
shared partner found alternative accommodation with his wife.
One night one of the crew got drunk and fell overboard. With deck officers notified the ship did a 360 turn and
sailed slowly back into its own smoke with some passengers panicking thinking the ship was on fire. All turned out
well in the end with the crew member saved by a life buoy thrown overboard with a flashing light, Pwew.
A harrowing and on-going episode was when my friends mother lost her false teeth in the Bay of Biscay being
seasick over the side, not having spares had to endure the facial embarrassment and eating only with her gums for
the rest of the journey. We sailed on though the Mediterranean picking up more migrants in Piraeus, Greece and on
through the Suez Canal, the Red Sea and down the Indian Sea to Fremantle our first stop in Australia, 12 March.
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Lady Elizabeth (1879)
The ship was built for John Wilson as a replacement for the 658-ton, 1869-built barque Lady Elizabeth which sank
off Rottnest Island, Western Australia in 1878.
The builders of the second Lady
Elizabeth had also built the first ship.
The ship had three masts and was just
under average size compared to barques
built by Robert Thompson. However,
the later Lady Elizabeth was still the
seventh largest ship the firm built. John
Wilson remained owner of Lady
Elizabeth, but he had to take out a
number of loans from the bank.
Eventually John Wilson declared
bankruptcy and all of his ships,
including Lady Elizabeth were sold off.
The new owner was George Christian
Karran who purchased the ship a few
months later. he remained owner of
Lady Elizabeth until 1906. In 1906
Lady Elizabeth was purchased by the Norwegian company Skibasaktieselskabet for £3,250. On 23 February 1884,
Lady Elizabeth suffered substantial damage from a hurricane. She sustained damage to the front of the poop deck
after it was stoved in. Many of her sails were lost or severely damaged. Despite the damage, the ship was able to
make it to port in Sydney, Australia where six crew members jumped ship. Another death occurred on the voyage
when a sailor fell from aloft and later died from his injuries.
Lady Elizabeth left Callao, Peru with a crew that included several Finns on 26 September (year unknown, but
between 1906 and 1913). Just after leaving port, one of the Finns, a man named Granquiss, became ill. Captain
Hoegh diagnosed his condition as malarial fever. A few days later, another Finnish crewman, Haparanta by name,
also became ill with malarial fever. A third crew member also complained of feeling ill, but not as severely. The
captain prescribed some remedies to help the sick crew members, and they were allowed to walk the deck to get
fresh air. A short time later, Granquiss went missing and the crew were unable to locate him on the ship.
Captain Hoegh came to the conclusion that the sick crew member must have deliberately jumped from the ship,
taking his own life, as the fine weather that day made an accidental fall overboard unlikely. Around 7:00 pm,
Captain Hoegh discovered the other sick Finnish crew member was also missing. A search turned up no evidence of
him. It was concluded that the malaria had caused both men to become delirious and jump overboard, and Captain
Hoegh ordered the crew to keep close watch on the man with the less severe fever.
On 4 December 1912, Lady Elizabeth left Vancouver bound for Delagoa Bay Mozambique, with a shipment of
lumber. The ship encountered severe weather halfway through the voyage and was damaged just off Cape Horn.
Four crew members were lost overboard, along with the ship's two boats and part of her deck cargo. She also
sustained damage to the deck fittings, wheel, moorings, and other parts of the ship.
Captain Hoegh ordered the ship to the nearest port for repairs. Lady Elizabeth altered course for Stanley, Falkland
Islands. 15 miles (24 km) north of Port
Stanley, Lady Elizabeth struck Uraine
Rock just off Volunteer Point and
suffered a 6-foot (1.8 m) break in the
hull and keel along with a 1-foot (30 cm)
hole. The ship began to sink but was
able to get to Port Stanley for repairs.
After she was examined, Lady Elizabeth
was condemned (declared unseaworthy)
because of the damage.
In June 1913, she was condemned and
converted into a coal hulk. She was sold
to the Crown Receiver of Wrecks,
Falkland Islands for £1,000. Lady
Elizabeth remained stationed there until
17 February 1936 when her mooring
lines broke during a storm and she
drifted to where she now lies in
Whalebone Cove in Stanley Harbour.
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RMS Republic
In 1909, the luxury liner RMS
Republic collided with another ship
and sank off the coast of Nantucket,
taking with it what some believe
was a fortune now worth more than
$7 billion. Built in 1903 at the
Belfast shipyards of Harland and
Wolff,
RMS
Republic
was
originally christened Columbus and
intended for service on the
Dominion Line, a transatlantic route
between Liverpool and Boston,
among other ports on the eastern
coast of the United States and
Canada. Shortly after its maiden
voyage that year, Columbus was
transferred to the White Star Line.
Its name was changed to Republic,
to better go along with other White
Star ships (e.g. Titanic, Olympic,
Britannic). Classified as a Royal
Mail Ship (RMS), Republic was qualified to carry both the British and U.S. mails.
Some 570 feet long and weighing in at nearly 16,000 tons, RMS Republic was one of the largest, most sophisticated
passenger vessels in service at the time. Like Titanic, it was considered virtually unsinkable. It became the flagship
of White Star’s Boston-Mediterranean route and was also used on the New York-Europe route, earning the moniker
of the “Millionaire’s Ship,” for the number of wealthy passengers it ferried between the United States and various
European ports.
On the afternoon of January 22, 1909, Republic departed New York City with some 461 passengers, bound for
Gibraltar and other Mediterranean ports. While sailing through dense fog the following morning, the Italian
steamship Florida veered some 30 miles off course and struck Republic amidships on the port side shortly after 5:30
a.m. Two of Republic’s passenger, Mary Lynch and W.J. Mooney were killed by the collision, as their cabins were
located near the point of impact. Mrs. Lynch’s husband was critically injured and died later at a Boston hospital, and
three crewmembers aboard the Florida were also killed, bringing the number of total casualties to six.
With its hull punctured, Republic began to sink. Captain William Inman Sealby ordered all of his passengers
transferred to the damaged but still viable Florida to wait for a rescue ship. Thanks to the wireless telegraph system
only recently invented by Guglielmo Marconi, Republic’s 25-year-old telegraph operator Jack Binns became the
first person in history to transmit the CQD distress signal, which eventually reached the Siasconsett wireless station
on Nantucket. Another White Star liner, Baltic, arrived and began taking on passengers from the Florida. In all,
some 1,500 people were rescued from the two ships, a stark contrast with the Titanic disaster three years later.
Though Sealby and a small crew remained aboard Republic in the hopes of saving it, the ship sank some 50 miles
from Nantucket, while being towed back to New York on the day after the crash. Sealby declared he would stay with
his ship to the end, but the force of the churning sea knocked him into the water, where he was rescued.
In addition to its wealthy passengers and their baggage, Republic was known to have been carrying relief supplies
for the survivors of the Messina earthquake, which had killed some 200,000 people in southern Italy a month earlier.
The ship also held $60,000 in military supplies intended for Admiral Sperry of the Great White Fleet, stationed near
Gibraltar. But from the time the ship went down, rumours circulated of an even greater fortune, a cache of mintcondition American Eagle gold coins (45 tons) worth some $3 million in 1909 dollars, the equivalent of more than
$7 billion today. That valuation too ignores ALL the personal effects of her millionaire passengers, left in their
individual state rooms.
Martin Bayerle, a former scuba dive shop owner from Martha’s Vineyard, spearheaded the search that located the
wreck of Republic in 1981, and has extensively researched the supposed fortune that sank with the ship. He believes
the stash of gold coins was a secret international loan secured by France in order to
pay back a debt to Russia’s Czar Nicholas II, who was at the time confronting the
threat of a Bolshevik-led revolution. On the strength of his theory, Bayerle raised
some $2.5 million from investors in 1987. He conducted a 74-day search of Republic
wreckage, but his efforts turned up only china and badly damaged bottles of wine and
champagne. A Massachusetts court confirmed in 2011 that Bayerle owns exclusive
salvage rights to Republic, and he and his son Grant have recently revived the search
for its legendary fortune. A further salvage was attempted in 2020 with little reward.
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Orcelle Wind
Wallenius Wilhelmsen’s first full-scale wind-powered RoRo ship
The transoceanic shipping industry might be the
most carbon efficient mode of transport, but the
fact remains that it still accounts for nearly 3%
of global man-made greenhouse gas emissions.
Wallenius Wilhelmsen has launched its the
most significant sustainability project to date:
the world’s first full-size wind-powered pure
car and truck carrier.
Craig Jasienski, CEO of Wallenius Wilhelmsen,
says: “Since 2008, we have been able to reduce
CO2 intensity by 33%, which is a significant
step. But the journey towards zero emissions
requires great strides forward. We believe
Orcelle Wind is one of them.”
Once completed, Orcelle Wind will have the
capacity to carry 7,000 vehicles at speeds of 1012 knots under sail – a speed that can be
increased with the help of an onboard
supplemental power system. In addition to cars,
the wind-powered vessel will also be able to transport heavy machinery and breakbulk products.
Orcelle Wind will be the technical and operational testbed for zero emission innovation, where we can assess and
develop various zero-emission fuels and technology.” Plans are in place to have a design ready for contracting with a
shipyard by mid-2022, with the finished vessel expected to set sail by 2025, subject to a comprehensive viability
evaluation. To pass muster, Orcelle Wind must satisfy regulatory standards relating to safety and technical
performance. Operational needs must also be met, such as the suitability for deployment on multiple global trade
lanes and the ability to manoeuvre in port in bad weather.
“It will take the dedicated collaboration of our world-class customers, partners and employees to make such a bold
initiative as Orcelle Wind succeed.

Powered Ships is the Future
Wind powered cargo ship is the future as said by the Swedish
company named Ocean Bird. As we all know the fact that long
time ago people used the wind power to sail the ships and they
used the huge synthetic cloth that helped the sailor to sail in the
wind direction easily. Due to wind the sailors didn't use any
kind of fuel to run the cargo and this helped the environment to
be safe. The Ocean Bird will essentially be the Prius of the sea.
A hybrid ship that starts under its own power, but then extends
its massive sails and continues powered by the wind. This
allows for not only a 90 percent drop in emissions but frees up
the Ocean Bird’s hull for a sleeker and more refined design.
The ship will be equipped with five retractable, telescopic wingsails that can rotate 360 degrees. The masts will
measure 80m for a total height above the waterline of 45m to 105m. That would also make it the tallest ship in the
world. The rigging will be made from steel and composite materials and resemble airplane wings. An auxiliary
engine will be used to navigate harbors and provide emergency power. A big vessel which has the capacity to hold
nearly 7000 cars at a time. Till now the cargo has just sailed the Baltic sea as a trial and it made a very safe voyage
till now. As the company also said even though the cargo is old school but yet has used future technology too. As the
vessels will have engines too but will be kept as the backup. As the motive of the company is to reduce the carbon
emissions , and with this they believe to save 90% carbon emissions than compared to other conventional cargos. It
is very obvious that it is more commercially feasible and also costs more that other but the operational cost will be
lower compared to others. Ocean Bird would take 12 days to sail through the Atlantic Ocean with an average speed
of 10 knots
The technology of making the Ocean Bird more lighter and tougher is all inspired by the American racing yacht of
America's cup. More accurate wind forecasts will be used to sail in very full swing with the shortest path choosing.
The vessel is more likely to come in service by 2023 with the cost of $60 million. The famous carmakers Renault
are the partners for the designing.
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Just letting you know that the book of
Understanding Women
is now out in paperback

A man wakes up one morning to find a gorilla on his
roof so he looks in the yellow pages and sure enough,
there's an ad for “Gorilla Removers”. He calls the
number, and the gorilla remover says he'll be over in 30
minutes. The gorilla remover arrives and gets out of his
van. He's got a ladder, a baseball bat, a shotgun and a
mean pit bull.
“What are you going to do?” the homeowner asks. “I'm
going to put this ladder up against the roof, and then
I'm going to go up there and knock the gorilla off the
roof with this baseball bat.” “When the gorilla falls off,
the dog is trained to grab his testicles and not let go.
The gorilla will then be subdued enough for me to put
him in the cage in the back of the van.”
He hands the shotgun to
the homeowner. “What's
the shotgun for?” asks the
homeowner. “If the gorilla
knocks me off the roof,
shoot the dog!”

A man walks into a library and says “I hope you
don't have a book on reverse psychology”

SEQ SLOP CHEST
Metal MN Lapel Badges
$8 00 each
Metal Vindicatrix Lapel Badges
$5.00 each
MN Blazer Badges
$22.00 each
MN Blazer Badges
$15.00 each
MN Cap Badge
$17.00 each
Club Shirt (to order)
$50.00 each
Club Caps, now available
$20.00 each
Note:- Shirts and Caps subsidised by the Association
MN Poppy Badge
$20.00 each

The rain was pouring down. And there standing in
front of a big puddle outside the pub, was an old man,
drenched, holding a stick, with a piece of string dangling in the water. A passer-by stopped and asked,
“What are you doing?” “Fishing” replied the old man.
Feeling sorry for the old man, the gent says, “Come in
out of the rain and have a drink with me.” In the
warmth of the pub, as they sip
their whiskies, the gentleman
cannot resist asking, “So how
many have you caught today?”
“You're the eighth” says the old
man.

All Communications to
Brian Hunt on 07 5513 0178
Preferably Email at:- brian.hunt8@bigpond.com

A tourist in rural Ireland speaks to a local from his
car “Excuse me, I wonder if you can tell me the
quickest way to get to Donegal?”
Local Man: “Are you walking or
driving?”
Tourist: “I'm driving”
Local Man: “Aye that'll be the
quickest way!”
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